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I.a Context and Challenge of Teaching “The Measurement
of Democratic Quality”
•

Context: two terms of the academic year 2018 at Helmut-Schmidt-University (Hamburg) in the context of
graduate education (3rd/4th year political science students).

•

The goal: instruct students to pursue their own research project on measurements of democratic quality
and write a research paper on a self-chosen research question.

•

Course content:

•

-

basic concepts of “democracy” and “democratic quality”

-

term 2: devoted to students’ development of their own research projects.

methodological frameworks for operationalising and measuring democracy/democratic quality
exemplary indices of democracy such as IFW, the Polity-Project, the Democracy Barometer, the Varieties of
Democracy Project.

General challenge(s) associated with understanding & applying measurements of democratic
performance translated into educational-didactical challenges! — Seminars on measuring democratic
quality must at the same time address considerations from democratic theory, empirical methods, and
applied comparative research.

➡Let’s reframe this! 😀
In posing heterogenous challenges, “measurements of democracy” are the perfect opportunity to
teach students the systematic relationships between theoretical, methodological, and empirical
considerations in political science!
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I.b Guiding question: How to address these heterogenous
challenges in one teaching setting?

•

Make a virtue out of necessity. Take the opportunity to pick up on all
elements that are considered important for understanding and applying
democracy measurements & point out their systematic interrelations for
researching democracy.

•

Structure the two term-course in a modular fashion. This leads (at
best) to students being able to write a theoretically and empirically
reflected, methodologically sound research paper.

•

Teaching diﬀerent contents is associated with diﬀerent educational
challenges. Answer them in teaching formats that fit content and
didactical challenges.

•

Result: A ‘modular toolkit’. Modules 1-3 that each address one
substantial topic of the course & employ a diﬀerent teaching strategy.
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II.a The overarching didactical approach:
Focus on student-centred methods

(Bishop & Verleger, 2013, p.6)

•
•
•
•
•

Overarching approach focuses on student-centred methods and combines them with
conventional (teacher-centered) lectures and classroom discussions.
Core objective of the seminar: enable students to conduct their own research project on
comparing democratic quality
Project based-learning: “projects” = “long-term, problem-focused, and meaningful units of
instruction” (Blumenfeld et al., 1991)
PBL is combined with elements from constructivist teaching and learning scholarship, experiential
learning, and problem-oriented learning (e.g., Kolb & Kolb, 2005; Miettinnen, 2013).
—> Ideally, “[…t]he result of such an approach to teaching is that learners are motivated to persist
at authentic problems, meld prior knowledge and thinking strategies to apply to real-world
problems” (Blumenfeld et al., 1991, 371).
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II.b Overview of the Courses’ Overall Structure (table 1)
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II.c Module 1: Groundworks — Democratic Theory &
Methods

•
•

Major challenges: Laying the groundworks, make sure everybody is on the same
page, high level of abstraction, creating motivation for learning abstract concepts
Didactical strategy:
• Based on these readings and conventional (teacher-centered) lectures:
creation of a collaborative wiki (accessible for the course on ILIAS).
• Classroom exercise “Workshop: Build your own concept tree”: transfer-skills,
collaborative & experiential learning elements.
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II.c Lectures in module 1: Basic concepts & Why
democratic theory makes a difference
•

Lectures’ starting point: from V-Dem’s
democracy model-dependent scores for
democratic quality and asked how these
results came about (Coppedge et al. 2017;
see Saward 1994; Fleuß et al. 2018).

•

Introduction of basic methodological
concepts and procedures of measuring
democracy: concept trees (e.g., Munck &
Verkuilen 2002).

•

Theory lectures then focused on two
paradigms of democratic theory: liberal and
deliberative conceptualisations of democratic
quality (—> Dahl 1971 vs. Dryzek 2000).

➡In what ways diﬀer e.g., liberal and

deliberative, theorists on how to
conceptualise “high-quality democracy”?

➡Methodological and theoretical standards for
evaluating measurements summarised in
online-wikis.
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II.c Collaborative learning in module 1: Workshop
“Build a concept tree”
Task for students:
1. “Go back to your readings and
develop a concept tree that
mirrors the conceptualisations
and operationalisations of liberal
and deliberative understandings
of “high-quality democracy”!”

Student wiki: criteria for evaluating indices

2. "Discuss them in groups and use
the flip-chart papers — Keep in
mind that your suggestions
should respect the democratic
quality that corresponds with the
criteria you fleshed out from your
methodology-readings!”

Concept Tree (Munck & Verkuilen 2002, Dahl’s
conceptualisation)
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II.c Module 2: Student-directed expert groups for indices
of democracy

•

Major challenge: Applications of the abstract discussions to heterogeneous indices, enabling
students to be “experts” for one index of democracy

•

Didactical strategy:

•

Inverted (or: “flipped”) classroom scenario, i.e. “events that have traditionally taken
place inside the classroom now take place outside the classroom and vice versa” (Bishop
& Verleger, 2013).

•

Reversing the roles of teachers and students, in each session one “student expert group”
was responsible for preparing a lecture and classroom discussion on a democracy index.

➡Students were instructed / counselled in recursive feedback loops during office hours.
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II.c Module 3: Student research projects

•

Major challenge: Enabling students to conduct a research project “on their own terms”,
balancing guidance and self-directed work (!).

•

Didactical strategy: Borrowing from project based-learning techniques (see for example
Blumenfeld, 1991).

•

Students were introduced to planning and conducting empirical social science research
projects in consecutive steps, ranging from developing a relevant research question
(within the field of comparative studies on democratic quality) and a feasible research
design for answering them.

•

Each student was to present his/her project in a “research colloquium” over the course
of the term. This colloquium was reflected & prepared in a series of individualised
feedback loops in oﬃce hours.
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II.b Overview of the Courses’ Overall Structure (table 1)
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Thank you very much for your attention!
All questions & comments welcome!
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